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1. What do these words have in common?
AMBER, GIMMICK, HARA-KIRI, HAMMOCK
A) They are synonyms.
C) They have the same number of syllables.

B) They are antonyms.
D) They came into English from other languages.

2. What does BREAK OUT mean?
A) to escape
B) to start suddenly

C) to stick out

D) to collapse

3. Before an exam you need to … for it.
A) look out
B) cram

C) know it inside out

D) revise

4. I have seen … Netherlands, … Atlantic Ocean, … Equator and … Balkan Peninsula.
A) --- / the / the / --- B) the / the / the / --C) --- / the / --- / the
D) the / --- / --- / --5. Which word is different?
A) loathing
B) revulsion

C) repulsion

6. She asked me ‘How was grandma yesterday?’
A) She asked me how grandma had been the day before.
C) She asked me how grandma had been yesterday.

D) amiability

B) She asked me how was grandma the day before.
D) She asked me if grandma was yesterday.

7. Someone who drives a pink Rolls Royce with four seats might be described … .
A) obnoxious
B) fickle
C) ostentatious

D) brash

8. … you have seen her, come and tell me.
A) While
B) As soon as

D) After

9. Mark’s so irresponsible he deserves to be told … .
A) the story of my life
B) a few home truths

C) So far

C) a household word

D) a new lease of life

10. Which sentence is incorrect?
A) If it weren't for Lana, the conference wouldn't be going ahead. B) Open a window if it will help you to breathe.
C) It would be embarrassing, were she to find out the truth. D) But for Jack's support, I wouldn't have got the job.
11. This painting isn’t too serious. It’s designed to be taken … .
A) impenetrable
B) peerless
C) intriguing

D) tongue-in-cheek

12. Which is a fictional word?
A) thingy
B) whatsit

D) whatsisname

C) whatnot

13. - What a downpour!
- Oh yes, …
A) it’s chucking it down!

B) It’s sweltering!

14. Which idiom is different?
A) to be on top of the world
C) to look like the cat that got the cream

C) It’s stifling!

B) to be in seventh heaven
D) to be over the moon

15. Which word fits in all the sentences?
The manager left under a _________ of suspicion.
Don’t let emotions __________ your judgement.
We were so happy – on … number nine once we met.
A) rain
B) mist
C) blind
16. Which pair is different?
A) crosswalk – zebra crossing
C) road junction – intersection

D) It’s pouring!

D) curtain

B) car park – parking lot
D) petrol station – gas station

17. Don’t listen to all those prophets of doom and … .
A) boom
B) loom
C) gloom

D) room

18. I know it's here somewhere. I just can't … where I've put it.
A) remember
B) think of
C) figure out

D) work after

19. - Do you know Mary is getting married to the sailor she met last week?
- Oh really? …
A) I wasn’t born yesterday! B) A likely story!
C) Pull the other one!

D) I don’t buy that!

20. When I opened the fridge, … only a jar of jam, some lettuce and a few cans of beer.
A) there were
B) there was
C) it was
D) they were
21. Which words collocate with the word DEBT?
A) incur
B) cancel

C) repay

D) alleviate

22. Which set of forms is correct?
A) lay – laid – laid
B) lead – led – led

C) dive – dived – dived

D) hang – hung – hung

23. Which word is different?
A) editorial
B) leaflet

C) booklet

D) brochure

24. Pat is good at persuasive talking. She’s got the gift of the … .
A) mouth
B) tongue
C) gab

D) aleck

25. Which word is this? /’akjʊ,pȜŋ(k)tʃə/
A) accountant
B) accenture

D) acroparaesthesia

C) acupuncture

26. Which sentence is incorrect?
A) The church needs to change its image if women will be priests.
B) I told where we should go for holiday.
C) I'd like this parcel to send to Malaysia, please.
D) After the trees have been cut back, we will be able to see more of the garden.
27. AI is … .
A) artistic imagination

B) anatomic inclusion

C) American identification

D) artificial intelligence

28. Which is the pronunciation of the verb ‘to protest’?
A) /ˈprəʊtǫst/

B) /prəʊˈtǫst/

C) /ˈprətǫst/

D) /’prəʊtǫst/

